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Abstract
This article explores the use of non-idempotent intersection types in the framework of the λ-calculus. Different topics are
presented in a uniform framework: head normalization, weak normalization, weak head normalization, strong normalization,
inhabitation, exact bounds and principal typings. The reducibility technique, traditionally used when working with idempotent
types, is replaced in this framework by trivial combinatorial arguments.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Intersection types for λ-Calculus
Intersection types, IT for short, were originally introduced for describing and capturing computational/functional properties of λ-terms. For instance, they provided the ﬁrst characterization of
strongly normalizing λ-terms [46, 55]. They extend simple types with a new constructor ∩ in such
a way that σ ∩τ is a type if σ and τ are. Then, a term t typable with σ ∩τ can be considered either
of type σ or τ , so that, e.g., if the variable x is typable with (σ →σ )∩σ , then the term xx has type
σ . As a consequence, the strongly-normalizing term λx.xx, which is not typable with simple types,
turns out to be typable with intersection types.
Since the seminal papers published in the 1980 [15, 17], intersection types have been used to
characterize properties of λ-terms in a broader sense, as well as to analyze and synthetize models of
the λ-calculus [2]. For example, characterizations of head normalizing terms and weakly normalizing
terms can be found in [19].
Also, IT opened interesting instances of classical type systems related problems. For instance, the
inhabitation problem for IT was shown to be undecidable in [66] and the principal typing property
for IT was also investigated in [18], followed by many other works [44, 59, 70].
Concerning more practical applications, IT have been used in the design of programming languages. The ﬁrst example is the type system of Forsythe in [57], and more recent approach combine
IT and other features, such as reﬁnement [31], liquid [53] and union types [28, 29]. Besides type
systems, program analysis using IT ranges from control-ﬂow analysis [47, 52] to model-checking
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[56]. Moreover, IT combined with union types are used in typing systems for the π -calculus [61],
to investigate termination properties [54] and as a semantics for session types [14, 49, 50].
An exhaustive survey of the use of idempotent IT is out of the scope of this article. The interested
reader may refer to [3, 33, 70] for an overview.

1.2 Non-idempotent intersection types for λ-Calculus
All intersection types mentioned above enjoy associativity ((σ ∩τ )∩ρ = σ ∩(τ ∩ρ)), commutativity
(σ ∩τ = τ ∩σ ), and in particular idempotency (σ ∩σ = σ ). A tight correspondence between the nonidempotent intersection and the multiplicative connective of Linear Logic [35] — the logic of
resources — gives a ﬁrst insight about the rôle of non-idempotent intersection systems in terms of
resource management reﬁnement. As a matter of notation, remark that associativity, commutativity
and idempotence are granted if intersections are denoted by sets, e.g. {τ,σ } stands for τ ∩σ . This
idea leads naturally to represent non-idempotent intersections by multisets, e.g. [τ,τ,σ ] stands for
τ ∩τ ∩σ . We follow this convention throughout this article.
Just like their idempotent precursors, non-idempotent intersection type systems allow for a characterization of strong normalization [5, 23], weak normalization and head normalization [24], but
they also grant a substantial improvement: proving that typable terms are strongly normalizing
becomes much simpler. Let us provide a brief account of this improvement, by highlighting in the
way the quantitative character of non-idempotent intersection types versus the qualitative ﬂavour
of the idempotent ones. The proof of the highlighted statement above, in the non-idempotent case,
goes roughly as follows: given a typing derivation for a term t, and willing to prove that t is strongly
normalizing, take whatever β-reduct t  of t. The subject reduction lemma, in this case, ensures not
only that t  is typable but also that there exists a typing derivation for t  whose size is smaller than the
one of the typing derivation for t we started from. Hence any β-reduction sequence starting from t
is ﬁnite. This shrinking of the size of typing derivations along reduction sequences, in sharp contrast
to what happens in the idempotent setting, is essentially due to the fact that a type derivation for a
term of the shape (λx.u)v may require as many sub-derivations for v as the number of occurrences
of x in u. Let us provide a simple example involving the Church numeral n := λy.λx.y(y(...yx)...).
Why is the term u = λx.t(t(...tx)...), t being an arbitrarily complex term, ‘simpler to type’ than its
β-expanded form nt? The point is that the typical non-idempotent intersection type that can be
assigned to the Church numeral n is, in our notation, [[σ ] → σ,...,[σ ] → σ ] → [σ ] → σ , the leftmost
multiset containing n copies of [σ ] → σ . Thus, to assign a type to nt, n typing derivations assigning
[σ ] → σ to t must be provided, exactly like in a type derivation for u. At the same time, the outermost
application nt vanishes with the reduction nt →β u, so the typing derivation for u is smaller than that
for nt. In the idempotent case, on the other hand, a type for n is an instance of {{σ } → σ } → {σ } → σ ,
and the typing derivations for u may be hugely bigger than those for nt, the former requiring n subderivations for t, the latter just one. Thus the proof of the result above for idempotent intersection
type systems are typically based on reducibility arguments [36, 46, 65]. However, a combinatorial
proof of strong normalization for idempotent intersection types is provided in [45] by considering
multisets of redexes, somehow anticipating the use of multisets of types, i.e. of non-idempotent intersection types. This shift of perspective goes beyond lowering the logical complexity of the proof:
the quantitative information provided by typing derivations in the non-idempotent setting unveils
interesting relations between typings (static) and reductions (dynamic) of λ-terms. For instance,
in [24], a correspondence is presented between the size of a typing derivation for t and the number
of steps taken by the Krivine machine to reduce t, and in [5] it is shown how to compute the length
of the longest β-reduction sequence starting from any typable strongly normalizing λ-term.
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A ﬁrst non-idempotent IT system is deﬁned in [32] to identify needed redexes in the λ-calculus.
Independently, non-idempotent IT systems are presented in [42, 43] to study the linearization of the
λ-calculus, and in [44], where a typing inference algorithm is presented. Also, a resource aware
semantics of the λ-calculus is obtained in [6] by means of a non-idempotent IT system. D. de
Carvalho [24] established a relation between the size of a typing derivation in a relevant nonidempotent intersection type system for the λ-calculus and the head/weak-normalization execution
time of head/weak-normalizing λ-terms, respectively. Termination characterizations are proved by
the usual reducibility candidates argument (e.g. [20]) and the correspondence is stated for a modiﬁed
Krivine machine to compute the corresponding head or β-normal forms.
In [5] a non-idempotent intersection type system was used to prove the exact relation between
the size of typing derivations and the number of β-steps in the longest reduction sequence of
strong-normalizing terms in the λ-calculus. Also, in [23] intersection types neither idempotent nor
associative are used to give an upper bound on the number of steps necessary to reduce a βnormalizing term t to its normal form.
In [32] non-idempotent IT are also related to needed redexes: a redex r in a term t is needed
if and only if r, or some residual of r, is reduced in every reduction of t to its normal form. A
completeness proof for call-by-need with respect to call-by-name is developed in [39] by means of
non-idempotent IT.
The inhabitation problem, known to be undecidable in an idempotent setting [66], was proved
to be decidable for non-idempotent types [7]. In particular [7] gives a characterization of solvable
terms and head-normalizing terms by means of non-idempotent IT.

1.3 Non-idempotent intersection types for other higher-order languages
Besides all the applications of non-idempotent IT systems to the λ-calculus, many different higherorder languages were also studied by means of this technology. Here we give a non-exhaustive list.
Solvability is characterized by means of non-idempotent IT in a lambda-calculus with resources [51].
Strong normalization is characterized in [5] for calculi with explicit substitution such as λs and
λlxr. Non-idempotent IT systems were used in [40, 41] to characterize different normalization
properties of higher-order calculi. For example, linear-head, head, weak and strong normalization
are characterized in [40] by means of appropriate non-idempotent types in the framework of the
linear substitution calculus [1], a calculus with explicit substitution at a distance. A resource aware
computational interpretation for Herberlin’s syntax [38] is investigated in [41] for the intuitionistic focused sequent calculus. Inspired by the notion of solvability in the λ-calculus, a notion of
observability for a calculus with pattern matching is characterized in [8]. A calculus with constructors and ﬁxpoints is studied in [4], where strong normalization is obtained through an appropriate
non-idempotent IT system.
In [30], strong normalization for a call-by-value λ-calculus is characterized by means of intersection types, both idempotent and non-idempotent. It is shown that the idempotent types of a term can
be recovered by applying a suitable logical relation, the extensional collapse, to its non-idempotent
types. Following the same approach, and exploiting in particular the validity of the Taylor formula in
the relational model of the λ-calculus and a resource call-by-value λ-calculus presented in [30], [13]
provides a characterization of solvability for a call-by-value λ-calculus in terms of non-idempotent
IT1 . Game semantics of a typed λ-calculus has been logically described in [34] using an IT system
where intersection is neither commutative nor associative.
1
More precisely, [13] deals with the interpretation of call-by-value λ-terms in the relational model, rather than with their
non-idempotent typings, but these are equivalent notions, as showed in [24] in the case of the usual, call-by-name, λ-calculus.
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1.4 Contribution
The goal of this article is to gather together different results obtained by means of non-idempotent
IT in the framework of the λ-calculus. Some of them are already published, some are revisited, some
are new.
New results include (1) the characterization of strong normalization in Section 8, inspired by the
corresponding construction for idempotent IT [3, 67], (2) the characterization of weak normalization
in Section 6, inspired by [24], where the same result is proved using reducibility, and (3) some
properties concerning the inhabitation problem for system S in Section 10, that lead us to conjecture
its decidability. Revisited results include those of Section 11 on principal typings, where we follow
[62, 63], and those of Section 9, on the relation between the size of type derivations in non-idempotent
IT systems and the complexity of the normalization process, where we follow [5]. The already
published results that we present for the sake of completeness include the characterization of head
normalization appearing in [32], presented in Section 5 and the characterization of weak head
normalization appearing in [39], presented in Section 7.

1.5 Structure of the paper
In Section 2 we present the syntax and semantics of the λ-calculus together with some key properties
that we are going to characterize later on. In Section 3 we introduce our main IT systems W and S,
and establish some of their basic properties. Section 4 shows the weighted subject reduction property
and the subject expansion property for both systems W and S. Section 5 gives the characterization
of head β-normalizing terms through system W by both reducibility and combinatorial arguments.
The characterization of weak β-normalization through system W is established in Section 6, while
Section 7 is devoted to the characterization of weakly head β-normalizing terms by means of the
system WH, which is a variant of system W. The characterization of strong β-normalization through
system S is established in Section 8, while in Section 9 a modiﬁcation of system S is introduced
to obtain exact (upper) bounds for the normalization process. Section 10 recalls the decidability of
the inhabitation problem for W and approaches the same problem for S. In Section 11 the principal
typing property is shown for system W, for weakly β-normalizing terms.

2 Preliminaries
Given a countable inﬁnite set of symbols x,y,z,... we deﬁne the set of terms, written , and the
set of contexts of the λ-calculus by means of the following grammars.
(terms)
(contexts)

t,u
C

::= x | λx.t | tu
::= 2 | λx.C | Ct | tC.

Special λ-terms are I = λx.x, = λx.xx and =
. The sets of free and bound variables of a
term t, written respectively fv(t) and bv(t), are deﬁned as usual. We work with the standard notion
of α-conversion i.e. renaming of bound variables for abstractions.
A head-context is a context of the form (λx1 ...xn .2)t1 ...tm for some n,m ≥ 0. The set of occurrences in a term t, written o(t), is the ﬁnite language over {0,1} inductively deﬁned as follows:
∈ o(t) for every t; 0w ∈ o(λx.t) if w ∈ o(t); 0w ∈ o(tu) if w ∈ o(t); 1w ∈ o(tu) if w ∈ o(u). The set
of occurrences in a context C, written o(C), is the ﬁnite language over {0,1} inductively deﬁned
as follows: ∈ o(C) for every C; 0w ∈ o(λx.C) if w ∈ o(C); 0w ∈ o(Cu) if w ∈ o(C); 1w ∈ o(tC) if
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w ∈ o(C). The subterm of t at the occurrence w is written t|w and deﬁned as expected. We write
C[t]w (or simply C[t] for short) for the term obtained by replacing the hole 2 at the occurrence w
of C by the term t. The term u has an occurrence in t iff there is w ∈ o(t) such that t|w = u, i.e. if
there is C and w such that t = C[u]w .
To deﬁne the operational semantics of the λ-calculus we consider the following rewriting rule:
(λx.t)u  →β t{x/u}.
The reduction relation →β is generated by the closure of the rewriting rule →β by all the contexts
w
C. A term of the form (λx.t)u is called a β-redex; we write t →β t  iff t →β t  reduces the β-redex

at occurrence w ∈ o(t), i.e. if t = C[(λx.u)v]w and t = C[u{x/v}]w . A reduction step C[(λx.u)v] →β
C[u{x/v}] is said to be non-erasing iff x ∈ fv(u).
We denote by →∗β (resp. →+
β ) the reﬂexive-transitive (resp. transitive) closure of →β . We write
n
n
→β to denote the self-composition of →β exactly n ≥ 0 times, i.e. t →0β t and t0 →n+1
β tn+1 if t0 →β tn
and tn →β tn+1 .
We say that t is a head β-normal form, written t ∈ HN F(β), iff t is of the form λx1 ...xn .yt1 ...tm
for some n ≥ 0 and some m ≥ 0; and t has a head β-normal form, or is head β-normalizing,
written t ∈ HN (β), iff there is t  ∈ HN F(β) such that t →∗β t  . A term t is a weak head β-normal
form, written t ∈ WHN F(β), iff t is an abstraction or t ∈ HN F(β); and t has a weak head βnormal form, or is weakly head β-normalizing, written t ∈ WHN (β), iff there is t  ∈ WHN F(β)
such that t →∗β t  . Similarly, we say that t is in β-normal form, written t ∈ N F(β), if there is no
t  such that t →β t  ; and t has a β-normal form iff there is t  ∈ N F(β) such that t →∗β t  ; Remark
that N F(β) ⊆ HN F(β) ⊆ WHN F(β) but the converse does not hold: λx. ∈ WHN F(β) but
λx. ∈
/ HN F(β) . Similarly, λx.x ∈ HN F(β) but λx.x ∈
/ N F(β).
A term t is weakly β-normalizing, written t ∈ WN (β), iff t has a β-normal form, i.e. if there
is some ﬁnite β-reduction sequence starting at t. A term t is strongly β-normalizing, written
t ∈ SN (β), if there is no inﬁnite β-reduction sequence starting at t. Observe that every t is βﬁnitely branching, i.e. the set {o | o →β o } is ﬁnite. As a consequence, the depth of t, written ηβ (t),
can be deﬁned as the maximal length of β-reduction sequences starting at t.

3 The type systems
Let A be a countable inﬁnite set of type variables α,β,γ ,.... Strict types and multiset types are
deﬁned by the following grammars:
(strict types)
(multiset types)

σ,τ
M,N

::=
::=

α | M→σ
[σi ]i∈I , I ﬁnite set.

Types are strict2 i.e. multiset types do not occur on the right-hand sides of arrows. A multiset
type should be read as the intersection of the strict types it contains. For instance, the multiset
[τ,τ,σ ] stands for τ ∧τ ∧σ , where the symbol ∧ is associative, commutative and non-idempotent.
The empty multiset is denoted by []. Observe however that the commutativity, associativity and nonidempotency3 of the intersection symbol are granted by the multiset notation: no further equivalence
relation on types is needed.
Type assignments, written , , are functions from variables to multiset types, assigning the
empty multiset to all but a ﬁnite set of variables. The domain of  is given by dom() := {x | (x) =
2
3

The terminology is due to S. van Bakel [68].
Differently from [18] that explicitly deﬁnes idempotency although it has the same notation for IT.
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FIG. 1. The intersection type system W for the λ-calculus

FIG. 2. The intersection type system S for the λ-calculus
[]}. The intersection of type assignments, written  + , is deﬁned by ( + )(x) := (x)+ (x),
where + denotes multiset union. Hence, dom( + ) = dom()∪dom( ). We write  \\x for the
assignment ( \\x)(x) = [] and ( \\x)(y) = (y) if y = x. When dom() and dom( ) are disjoint
we use ; instead of  + , and we write x : [σi ]i∈I ;, even when I = ∅, for the assignment
(x : [σi ]i∈I ;)(x) = [σi ]i∈I and (x : [σi ]i∈I ;)(y) = (y) if y = x. We write x# iff x ∈
/ dom().
Type judgments have the form   t:τ , where  is a type assignment, t is a term and τ is a
type. The intersection type systems W and S for the λ-calculus are presented in Figures 1 and 2
respectively. A (typing) derivation in system X is a tree obtained by applying the (inductive) typing
rules of system X . The notation  X t:τ means there is a derivation of the judgment   t:τ in system
X . The term t is typable in system X , or X -typable, iff there are  and τ such that  X t:τ . We
use the capital Greek letters ,,... to name type derivations, e.g. we write  X t:τ . The size
of the derivation , denoted by sz(), is deﬁned as the number of nodes of the correspoding
derivation tree.
In rule (→ e1 ), the argument u is erasable, so that we require exactly one typing derivation for u
(the typing witness), even if its type σ is ignored in the conclusion of the rule. Sometimes, to save
some space in our proofs, we will capture the rules (→ e1 ) and (→ e2 ) by the single generalised
rule (→ eg ):
  t:[σi ]i∈I →τ

(

j  u:σj )j∈J

(→ eg )
 +j∈J j  tu:τ
where (I = ∅ ⇒ |J | = 1) and (I = ∅ ⇒ J = I ).
Here is an example of type derivation in system W:
z:[γ ]  z:γ
z:[γ ]  λy.z:[] → γ
z:[γ ]  (λy.z)(λx.xx):γ

.
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Here is an example of type derivation in system S:

x:[[σ ] → τ ]  x:[σ ] → τ

x:[σ ]  x:σ

z:[γ ]  z:γ

x:[[σ ],[σ ] → τ ]  xx:τ

z:[γ ]  λy.z:[] → γ

 λx.xx:[[σ ],[σ ] → τ ] → τ
z:[γ ]  (λy.z)(λx.xx):γ

Remark that neither (λy.z)

nor z

are typable in S, for

= (λx.xx)(λx.xx).

3.1 Basic static properties
This section presents some basic static properties of the typing systems.
The systems W and S are relevant in the sense of [22]. Relevant type systems reject by design
the weakening rule, hence there are no unnecessary assumptions in the type context. This is a
key property used in the study of principal typings for intersection types systems [18] and in the
description of the functional character of solvable terms in the λ-calculus [19].
LEMMA 3.1 (Relevance)
(1) If  W t:τ then dom() ⊆ fv(t).
(2) If  S t:τ then dom() = fv(t).
By induction on .



LEMMA 3.2 (Substitution Lemma)
Let X ∈ {W,S}. If x:[ρi ]i∈I ; X t:τ and (iu  i X u:ρi )i∈I then   +i∈I i X t{x/u}:τ where
sz( ) = sz()+i∈I sz(iu )−|I |. In particular, if I = ∅, we have sz( ) = sz().
The proof is by induction on .
• (ax) t = x and x{x/u} = u. By construction one has that x : [ρi ]i∈I ; = {x : [τ ]} so that |I | = 1
(let say I = {a}) and  = ∅ and [ρi ]i∈I = [τ ] and sz() = 1. Therefore, au  a X x{x/u}:τ .
Moreover, sz( ) = sz(au ) = 1+sz(au )−1 = sz()+sz(au )−|I |.
• (ax) t = y, y = x and t{x/u} = y. By construction one has that x : [ρi ]i∈I ; = {y : [τ ]}, so that I = ∅.
Hence sz( ) = sz() and the result thus trivially holds.
• (→ i) t = λy.v and τ = M→σ and v y:M;x:[ρi ]i∈I ; X v:σ where sz(v )+1 = sz().
By the i.h. v{x/u} (y:M;)+i∈I i X v{x/u}:σ where sz(v{x/u} ) is equal to sz(v )+i∈I
sz(iu )−|I |. By α-conversion we can assume that y ∈
/ fv(u) thus y ∈
/ dom( i ) for any i ∈ I ,
which implies (y:M;)+i∈I i = y:M; +i∈I i . Hence,

v{x/u} :=


 :=

 +i∈I

..
.
y:M; +i∈I
i X

i X

v{x/u}:σ

λy.v{x/u}:M→σ

.

Moreover, sz( ) = sz(v{x/u} )+1 = sz()+i∈I sz(iu )−|I |.
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• (→ e) t = vr and x:[ρi ]i∈I ; = +j∈J j where v  W v:[σj ]j∈J →τ and (jr j W r:σj )j∈J ,
where sz() = sz(v )+j∈J sz(jr )+1. Let {Iv }∪{Ij | j ∈ J } be a partition of I such that =
x:[ρi ]i∈Iv ;  and (j = x:[ρi ]i∈Ij ;j )j∈J for some  ,(j )j∈J . Observe that  =  +j∈J j . By
the i.h. v{x/u}   +i∈Iv i W v{x/u}:[σj ]j∈J →τ where sz(v{x/u} ) = sz(v )+i∈Iv sz(iu )−
j
j
|Iv | and, for each j ∈ J , r{x/u} j +i∈Ij i W r{x/u}:σj where sz(r{x/u} ) = sz(jr )
+i∈Ij sz(iu )−|Ij |.
Therefore,

 :=

v{x/u}


+i∈Iv

i +j∈J



j

r{x/u}

j +i∈Ij


j∈J

i  v{x/u}r{x/u}:τ

.

We conclude with the ﬁrst statement of the lemma since  +i∈Iv i +j∈J j +i∈Ij i =  +i∈Iv
j

i +j∈J (+i∈Ij i ) =  +i∈I
i . Moreover, sz( ) = sz(v{x/u} )+j∈J sz(r{x/u} )+1 = sz(v )+i∈Iv
sz(iu )−|Iv |+j∈J (sz(jr )+i∈Ij sz(iu )−|Ij |)+1 = sz()+i∈I sz(iu )−|I |.
• (→ eg ) t = vr and x:[ρi ]i∈I ; = +k∈K k where v  S v:[σj ]j∈J →τ and (kr k S r:σk )k∈K ,
J = ∅ implies |K| = 1 and J = ∅ implies J = K. Moreover, sz() = sz(v )+k∈K sz(kr )+1.
The proof proceeds similarly to the previous case by using the i.h.

LEMMA 3.3 (Reverse Substitution Lemma)
Let X ∈ {W,S}. If  X t{x/u}:τ . Then ∃0 ,∃I ,∃(i )i∈I ,∃(σi )i∈I such that:
•  = 0 +i∈I i , and
• x : [σi ]i∈I ;0 X t:τ , and
• (i X u:σi )i∈I .
By induction on . The ﬁrst item and the case u = z in the second item are considered the base
cases of the induction.
• (ax) t = y, y = x, and y{x/u} = y. By construction one has that  = y : [τ ]. The result thus holds
for I = ∅ and 0 = .
• (ax) t = x and x{x/u} = u. By (ax) one has that x : [τ ] X x:τ . Therefore, the result holds for
0 = ∅, |I | = 1, σ1 = τ and 1 = .
• (→ i) t = λy.v and (λy.v){x/u} = λy.v{x/u}. By construction one has τ = M→σ , for some M
and some σ and y:M; X v{x/u}:σ . By the i.h. y:M; = 0 +i∈I i and x:[σi ]i∈I ;0 X v:σ
and (i X u:σi )i∈I . By α-conversion we can assume that y ∈
/ fv(u), so that y ∈
/ dom(i ) and thus
0 = y:M;0 and  = 0 +i∈I i . Hence, we obtain x:[σi ]i∈I ;0 X λy.v:τ by the rule (→ i).
• (→ e) t = vr and (vr){x/u} = v{x/u}r{x/u}. By construction one has that  = +j∈J j and
W v{x/u}:[ρj ]j∈J →τ and ( j W r{x/u}:ρj )j∈J . By the i.h. = 0 +i∈Iv i and x:[σi ]i∈Iv ; 0 W
j
j
j
j
j
v:[ρj ]j∈J →τ and ( i W u:σi )i∈Iv , and, ( j = 0 +i∈Ij i )j∈J , (x:[σi ]i∈Ij ; 0 W r:ρj )j∈J and (( i W
j
u:σi )i∈Ij )j∈J . We can suppose w.l.o.g. that Iv and (Ij )j∈J are pairwise disjoint sets. Let I = Iv ∪j∈J Ij .
j
Then x:[σi ]i∈I ; 0 +j∈J 0 W vr:τ by the rule (→ e). The result holds by taking 0 = 0 +j∈J
j
j
j
j
j
j = .
0 , since ( 0 +j∈J
0 )+i∈Iv i +j∈J (+i∈Ij i ) = ( 0 +i∈Iv i )+j∈J ( 0 +i∈Ij i ) = +j∈J
• (→ eg ) Similar to the previous case.
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4 Weighted subject reduction and subject expansion
This section presents two key properties of the typing systems which are used all along this work. The
ﬁrst one is called weighted subject reduction (WSR), a quantitative version of the subject reduction
property which holds in the presence of non-idempotent types. Indeed, types and type assignments in
system W are preserved for any kind of reduction step, but this is only true for non-erasing reduction
steps in system S. Moreover, the size of derivations decreases for typed occurrences of redexes.
WSR provides direct proofs of normalization for different reduction relations, as will be explained
in the next sections. The second property is subject expansion, which is crucial to guarantee that
weakly normalizing terms are typable.
To have appropriate statements for the WSR property, we ﬁrst introduce the following notion,
presented for both systems S and W. Let  X t:τ , where X ∈ {W,S}. Then w ∈ o(t) is a typed
occurrence of  in system X , written w ∈ to(), if either w = or w = iw , (i = 0,1), and w ∈ o(t|i )
is a typed occurrence of some of their corresponding subderivations in . More precisely,
• If  is of the form
x : [τ ]  x:τ

(ax).

Then ∈ to().
• If  is of the form

  λx.t:M→τ

(→ i).

Then ∈ to() and 0w ∈ to() iff w ∈ to( ).
• If  is of the form
⎛
..
.
⎜ i
t :=
⎝u :=
  t:[σi ]i∈I →τ

⎞

..
.
i  u:σi

⎟
⎠
i∈I

 +i∈I

i  t u:τ

(→ e).

Then ∈ to(), 0w ∈ to() iff w ∈ to(t ), and 1w ∈ to() iff I = ∅ and w ∈ to(iu ), for
some i ∈ I .
• If  is of the form
t :=

..
.
  t:[]→τ

u :=

 +  tu:τ

..
.
 u:σ

(→ e1 ).

Then ∈ to(), 0w ∈ to() iff w ∈ to(t ), and 1w ∈ to() iff w ∈ to(u ).
• If  is of the form
⎞
⎛
..
..
.
.
⎟
⎜ i
I =∅
t :=
⎠
⎝u :=
  t:[σi ]i∈I →τ
i  u:σi
i∈I

 +i∈I

i  t u:τ

(→ e2 ).
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Then ∈ to(), 0w ∈ to() iff w ∈ to(t ), and 1w ∈ to() iff w ∈ to(iu ), for some i ∈ I .
Given  S t:τ , observe that every w ∈ o(t) is a typed occurrence of , while this is not the
case for typing derivations in system W, as the following derivations 1 and 2 show.
y:[[]→τ ]  y:[]→τ

1 :=

x:[[τ,τ ]→τ ]  x:[τ,τ ]→τ

y:[[τ ]→τ ]  y:[τ ]→τ

y:[[]→τ ]  yz:τ

z:[τ ]  z:τ

y:[[τ ]→τ ],z:[τ ]  yz:τ

x:[[τ,τ ]→τ ],y:[[]→τ,[τ ]→τ ],z:[τ ]  x(yz):τ

2 :=

y:[[]→τ ]  y:[]→τ

y:[[]→τ ]  y:[]→τ

y:[[]→τ ]  yz:τ

y:[[]→τ ]  yz:τ

x:[[τ,τ ]→τ ]  x:[τ,τ ]→τ

x:[[τ,τ ]→τ ],y:[[]→τ,[]→τ ]  x(yz):τ

.

Indeed, the occurrencies , 0, 1 and 10 are typed occurrences of both 1 and 2 , while 11 ∈ to(1 )
but 11 ∈
/ to(2 ).
THEOREM 4.1 (WSR)
Let t  X t:τ , where X ∈ {W,S}.
w

/ to(t ), then t   W t  :τ and sz(t ) = sz(t  ).
1. If X = W and t →β t  and w ∈
w

2. If X = W and t →β t and w ∈ to(t ), then t   W t  :τ and sz(t ) > sz(t  ).
w
3. If X = S and t →β t  is non-erasing, then t   S t  :τ and sz(t ) > sz(t  ).
Let  X t:τ . We proceed by induction on w ∈ o(t).
• If w = then t = (λx.u)v →β u{x/v} = t  .
Let X = W. By construction,  = +i∈I

u :=

i

and

..
.

⎛

x:[σi ]i∈I ;  u:τ

⎜ i
⎝v :=

 λx.u:[σi ]i∈I →τ
t :=

⎞

..
.
i  v:σi

⎟
⎠
i∈I

+i∈I

i  (λx.u)v:τ

By application of Lemma 3.2 to u and (iv )i∈I we obtain t   +i∈I
sz(u )+i∈I sz(iv )−|I | < sz(u )+i∈I sz(iv )+1 = sz().
A similar reasoning allows to conclude if X = S.

i X

.

t  :τ , where sz(t  ) =

w

w

• If t = λx.u →β λx.u = t  where u →β u , then w = 0w . By construction one has that
u x:M; X u:σ where τ = M→σ and sz(t ) = sz(u )+1. Note that 0w ∈ to(t ) iff
w ∈ to(u ).
By the i.h. u x:M; X u :σ . We consider the different cases.
/ to(u ), then the i.h. gives sz(u ) = sz(u ), thus by the rule (→ i) one
If X = W and w ∈
has λx.u  W λx.u :τ where sz(t  ) = sz(u )+1 = sz(t ).
If X = W and w ∈ to(u ), or X = S, then the i.h. gives sz(u ) < sz(u ), thus by the rule
(→ i) one has t   X λx.u :τ where sz(t  ) = sz(u )+1 < sz(u )+1 = sz(t ).
w

w

• If t = ur →β u r = t  where u →β u , then w = 0w .
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Let X = W. By construction one has that  = 0 +i∈I i and (ir i W r:ρi )i∈I and u 
0 W u:[ρi ]i∈I →τ where sz() = sz(u )+i∈I sz(ir )+1. Note that 0w ∈ to(t ) iff w ∈
to(u ).
By the i.h. u 0 W u :[ρi ]i∈I →τ . Therefore,

u :=

⎛

..
.

⎜ i
⎝r :=

0  u :[ρi ]i∈I →τ

t  :=

⎞

..
.
i  r:ρi

⎟
⎠
i∈I

  u r:τ

(→ e).

/ to(u ), then the i.h. also gives sz(u ) = sz(u ), then sz(t  ) = sz(u )+i∈I sz(ir )+
If w ∈
1 = sz().
If w ∈ to(u ), then the i.h. also gives sz(u ) < sz(u ), then sz(t  ) = sz(u )+i∈I sz(ir )+
1 < sz(u )+i∈I sz(ir )+1 = sz().
Let X = S. We consider two cases depending on the last typing rule used in the derivation :
– (→ e1 ): by construction  = 0 +1 and u 0 S u:[]→τ and r 1 S r:ρ where
sz() = sz(u )+sz(r )+1. By the i.h. u 0 S u :[]→τ . Therefore,

u :=
t  :=

..
.

r :=

0  u :[]→τ

..
.
1  r:ρ



  u r:τ

(→ e1 ).

The i.h. also gives sz(u ) < sz(u ), then sz(t  ) = sz(u )+sz(r )+1 < sz(u )+
sz(r )+1 = sz().
– (→ e2 ): by construction  = 0 +i∈I i and u 0 S u:[ρi ]i∈I →τ and (ir i S r:ρi )i∈I
where sz() = sz(u )+i∈I sz(ir )+1. By the i.h. u 0 S u :[ρi ]i∈I →τ . Therefore,

u :=

⎛

..
.

⎜ i
⎝r :=

0  u :[ρi ]i∈I →τ

t  :=

⎞

..
.
i  r:ρi

⎟
⎠
i∈I

  u r:τ

(→ e).

The i.h. also gives sz(u ) < sz(u ), then sz(t  ) = sz(u )+i∈I sz(ir )+1 < sz(u )+i∈I
sz(ir )+1 = sz().
w

w

• If ur →β ur  where r →β r  , then w = 1w .
Let X = W. By construction one has that  = 0 +i∈I i and (ir i W r:ρi )i∈I and u 
0 W u:[ρi ]i∈I →τ where sz() = sz(u )+i∈I sz(ir )+1. By the i.h. ir i W r  :ρi . Then,

u 

⎛

..
.
0  u:[ρi ]i∈I →τ

t  :=

⎜ i
⎝r :=

  ur  :τ

⎞

..
.


i  r :ρi

⎟
⎠
i∈I

(→ e).
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We consider the two cases.
If 1w ∈
/ to(t ) then either I = ∅ or (w ∈
/ to(ir ))i∈I . If I = ∅ then r is simply replaced by r  in


t and sz(t ) = sz(u )+1 = sz(t ). Otherwise, by the i.h. we have (sz(ir ) = sz(ir ))i∈I
so that sz(t  ) = sz(u )+i∈I sz(ir )+1 = sz().
If 1w ∈ to(t ) then w ∈ to(ir ) for some i ∈ I . Let ∅ = K ⊆ I be the set of all i such that
/ to(ir ). The i.h. gives (sz(ir ) <
w ∈ to(ir ) and let K̄ = I \K be the set of all i such that w ∈
i
i
i

sz(r ))i∈K and (sz(r ) = sz(r ))i∈K̄ . Then sz(t ) = sz(u )+i∈I sz(ir )+1 = sz(u )+i∈K
sz(ir )+i∈K̄ sz(ir )+1 < sz(u )+i∈K sz(ir )+i∈K̄ sz(ir )+1 = sz(u )+i∈K sz(ir )
+i∈K̄ sz(ir )+1 = sz().
w

w

Let X = S. If ur →β ur  where r →β r  , then w = 1w . We consider two cases depending on the
last typing rule used in the derivation :
– (→ e1 ): by construction  = 0 +1 and u 0 S u:[]→τ and r 1 S r:ρ where
sz() = sz(u )+sz(r )+1. By the i.h. r  S r  :ρ. Then,

u 
t  :=

..
.
0  u:[]→τ

r :=

..
.
1  r  :ρ

  ur  :τ

(→ e1 ).

The i.h. also gives sz(r ) < sz(r ), then sz(t  ) = sz(u )+sz(r )+1 < sz(u )
+sz(r )+1 = sz().
– (→ e2 ): By construction  = 0 +i∈I i and u 0 S u:[ρi ]i∈I →τ and (ir i S r:ρi )i∈I
where sz() = sz(u )+i∈I sz(ir )+1. By the i.h. ir i S r  :ρi . Then,

u 

⎛

..
.
0  u:[ρi ]i∈I →τ

t  :=

⎜ i
⎝r :=

  ur  :τ

..
.
i  r  :ρi

⎞
⎟
⎠
i∈I

(→ e).

The i.h. gives (sz(ir ) < sz(ir ))i∈I , then sz(t  ) = sz(u )+i∈I sz(ir )+1 < sz(u )+i∈I
sz(ir )+1 = sz().

COROLLARY 4.2
If t is W-typable then any sequence reducing all and only β-redexes in typed occurrences terminates.
THEOREM 4.3 (Subject Expansion)
Let t   X t  :τ , where X ∈ {W,S}.
(1) If X = W and t →β t  , then t  W t:τ .
(2) If X = S and t →β t  is non-erasing, then t  S t:τ .
By induction on t →β t  .
• If t = (λx.u)v →β u{x/v} = t  , then by Lemma 3.3 one has  = 0 +i∈I i and x:[σ ]i∈I ;0 X u:τ
and (i X v:σi )i∈I . Hence, 0 X λx.u:[σi ]i∈I →τ by the rule (→ i).
If X = W, then we conclude by constructing  W (λx.u)v:τ by the rule (→ e).
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•
•

•

•

If X = S, then there are two cases. If x ∈
/ fv(u) the reduction step is erasing, which leads to a
contradiction. If x ∈ fv(u), then Lemma 3.1-2 guarantees I = ∅ and we can build  S (λx.u)v:τ
by the rule (→ e2 ).
Let t = λx.u →β λx.u = t  where u →β u , then one has that x:M; X u :σ where τ = M→σ .
By the i.h. x:M; X u:σ . Hence, by the rule (→ i) one gets  X λx.u:τ .
X = W. Let t = ur →β u r = t  where u →β u , then one has that  = 0 +i∈I i and
0 W u :[ρi ]i∈I →τ and (i W r:ρi )i∈I . By the i.h. 0 W u:[ρi ]i∈I →τ thus, by the rule (→ e),
 W ur:τ .
X = W. Let t = ur →β ur  = t  where r →β r  , then one has that  = 0 +i∈I i and
0 W u:[ρi ]i∈I →τ and (i W r  :ρi )i∈I . By the i.h. (i W r:ρi )i∈I . Hence, by the rule (→ e),
 W ur:τ .
Note that if I = ∅ then the i.h. is not necessary to obtain the result.
The cases X = S are similar.


It is worth noticing that Theorem 4.1 does not necessarily hold in system S for erasing steps: we
have z : [τ ] S λx.(λy.z)x:[σ ]→τ and λx.(λy.z)x →β λx.z but it is not difﬁcult to see that there
is no type derivation in S ending in z : [τ ]  λx.z:[σ ]→τ . The same happens with Theorem 4.3: we
have z : [τ ] S λx.z:[]→τ and λx.(λy.z)x →β λx.z but there is no type derivation in S ending in
z : [τ ]  λx.(λy.z)x:[]→τ .

5 Head normalization
The type system W characterizes head normalization: a λ-term is head normalizing if and only if it is
typable in system W. This result may be proved either by using the reducibility method [36, 46, 65],
as in [24], or more directly by a combinatorial argument, as in [32]. For the sake of completeness,
we provide an overview of both proofs here, in Sections 5.1 and 5.2 respectively. Concerning the
other normalization properties considered in this article, only the combinatorial argument will be
presented.

5.1 Reducibility argument
In a nutshell, normalization proofs by reducibility go as follows: to prove that typable terms normalize, one has to
• Associate with each type σ a set [[σ ]] of pure λ-terms, the realisers of σ . All the realisers have
to normalize.
• Prove that if   t : σ is derivable, then t ∈ [[σ ]].
DEFINITION 5.1
Letting HN (β) be the set of head β-normalizable λ-terms, we deﬁne [[σ ]],[[M]] ⊆ , by mutual
induction on strict and multiset types:
• [[α]] = HN (β) if α ∈ A

if I = ∅
• [[[σi ]i∈I ]] =
otherwise
i∈I [[σi ]]
• [[M→σ ]] = [[M]] → [[σ ]]
where X → Y = {t ∈  | ∀u ∈ X tu ∈ Y }, for X ,Y ⊆ .
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Observe that, in the deﬁnition above, the realisers of a multiset M are the same as those of its
underlying set.
The key property of realisers is that they are all head β-normalizable:
LEMMA 5.2
Let HN 0 (β) = {xt1 ...tn ∈  | x is a variable, n ≥ 0, t1 ,...,tn ∈ }. For all type σ , HN 0 (β) ⊆ [[σ ]] ⊆
HN (β).
Notice in particular that the variables realise all types. The basic lemma is then the following:
LEMMA 5.3
If  W t:σ , where
t{x1 /t1 ,...,xk /tk } ∈ [[σ ]].

 = x1 : M1 ,...,xk : Mk ,

and

if

t1 ∈ [[M]]1 ,...,tk ∈ [[M]]k

then

The only if part of the theorem below follows from Lemma 5.3 and Lemma 5.2. The if part is
easier, see Theorem 5.6.
THEOREM 5.4
Let t ∈ . Then t is W-typable if and only if t ∈ HN (β).

5.2 Combinatorial argument
We present here an alternative proof of Theorem 5.4, which is purely combinatorial and exploits
the WSR Property (Theorem 4.1).
LEMMA 5.5
If t ∈ HN F(β), then t is W-typable.
Let t = λx1 ···xn .xt1 ··· tm (n,m ≥ 0) and τ = M1 →··· → Mm →α, where (Mi = [])1≤i≤m . By the
rule (ax), we get x:[τ ] W x:τ and by m applications of the rule (→ e), we get x:[τ ] W xt1 ··· tm :α.
Therefore, by n applications of the rule (→ i), we get n W t:n−1 (x1 )→··· → 0 (xn )→α, where
0 = x:[τ ] and (i+1 = i \\xn−i )0≤i≤n−1 .

THEOREM 5.6
If t ∈ HN (β), then t is W-typable.
Let t be head β-normalizable. Then t →nβ t  and t  ∈ HN F(β). We reason by induction on n.
• If t = t  ∈ HN F(β) then, by Lemma 5.5, t is W-typable.
• Let t →β t  →nβ t  , where t  ∈ HN F(β). By the i.h. t  is W-typable thus, by Theorem 4.3, t is
W-typable.

LEMMA 5.7
If  W t:τ and t has no typed redex occurrence in , then t ∈ HN F(β).
The proof is by contradiction.
/ HN F(β), so that
Let  W t:τ , where t has no typed redex occurrence in . Suppose that t ∈
t = λx1 ...xn .(λx.p)rt1 ...tm for some n,m ≥ 0. By construction there are multiset types M1 ,...,Mn
and a type σ such that τ = M1 → ··· → Mn → σ and  xn :Mn ;...;x1 :M1 ; W (λx.p)rt1 ...tm :σ .
Again by construction we have derivations (j  j W (λx.p)rt1 ··· tj−1 :Nj →··· → Nm →σ )1≤j≤m
for some multiset types N1 ,...,Nm and some type assignments
1 ... m . In particular,
1  1 W (λx.p)r:N1 →··· → Nm →σ so that the redex (λx.p)r is in a typed occurrence of ,
which leads to a contradiction.
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THEOREM 5.8
If t is W-typable, then t ∈ HN (β).
Let  W t:τ . By Corollary 4.2, the strategy of contracting only redexes in typed occurrences yields a ﬁnite sequence of β-reductions t →∗β t  , where t  has no redex typed occurrence.
By Theorem 4.1 the term t  is W-typable. Hence, by Lemma 5.7 t  ∈ HN F(β), so that t is head
β-normalizable.

From Theorem 5.8 and Theorem 5.6 we obtain the following characterization:
COROLLARY 5.9
A term t is W-typable if and only if t ∈ HN (β).
For the λ-calculus, the head normalizable terms happen to be exactly the solvable ones (see
below). Hence W-typability characterizes solvable terms, as well. Interestingly, for calculi where
the notion of head-normal form is problematic, sensible notions of solvability may be deﬁned, and
characterized via non-idempotent intersection types, as in [8].
A λ-term t is said to be solvable iff there is a head-context C such that C[t] β-reduces to the identity
function I = λx.x. It is well known thet a λ-term is solvable if and only if it is head normalizable.
Hence, we get the following:
COROLLARY 5.10
A term t is solvable iff t is W-typable iff t ∈ HN (β).

6 Weak normalization
Weakly β-normalizing terms can also be characterized by means of W-typability. As for the characterization of head normalization, the ﬁrst proof of this result appeared in [24], and is based on the
reducibility method. In this section, we present an alternative proof, which is purely combinatorial
and exploits the WSR Property (Theorem 4.1).
The set of positive (resp. negative) strict types and multiset types of a strict type/multiset type/type
assignment/typing is the smallest set satisfying the following conditions (cf.[10]), where T denotes
a strict type or a multiset type:

σ ∈ P(σ )
T ∈ P(σi )

T ∈ N(σi )

T ∈ N(M)

T ∈ P(τ )

T ∈ P(M→τ )

T ∈ P(M→τ )

T ∈ P(M)

T ∈ N(τ )

T ∈ N(M→τ )

T ∈ N(M→τ )

I =∅

T ∈ P([σi ]i∈I )
I =∅

T ∈ N([σi ]i∈I )

M ∈ P(M)

y ∈ dom() and T ∈ N((y))

T ∈ P()

T ∈ P(τ )

T ∈ P()

T ∈ P(,τ )

T ∈ P(,τ )

y ∈ dom() and T ∈ P((y))

T ∈ N()

T ∈ N(τ )

T ∈ N()

T ∈ N(,τ )

T ∈ N(,τ )
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EXAMPLE 6.1
By the deﬁnition above, [] ∈ P([]), so that [] ∈ N([]→σ ), [] ∈ N([[]→σ ]), [] ∈ P(x:[[]→σ ]) and [] ∈
P(x:[[]→σ ],σ ).
Remark that [] ∈
/ P() iff ([] ∈
/ N((x)))x∈dom() . Moreover, [] ∈
/ P(,σ ) iff [] ∈
/ P() and [] ∈
/ P(σ ).
Therefore, [] ∈
/ P(,σ ) iff [] ∈
/ P( \\x,(x) → σ ), where the operation  \\x is the one deﬁned
in Section 3.
LEMMA 6.2
If t ∈ N F(β) then ∃ ,τ such that  W t:τ and [] ∈
/ P(,τ ).
By induction on the structure of β-normal forms.
Let t = λx1 ...xm .xt1 ...tn ∈ N F(β). Then ti ∈ N F(β) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, thus by the i.h. one has
/ P( i ,σi ) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Let τ := [σ1 ]→··· → [σn ]→α, for some base type α,
i W ti :σi and [] ∈
/ N(τ ) so that [] ∈
/ P(). Then, by the rule (ax) and
and let  := {x:[τ ]}+ 1 +···+ n . Note that [] ∈
n applications of (→ e), we obtain  W xt1 ...tn :α where [] ∈
/ P({x:[τ ]},τ )4 and [] ∈
/ P(,α)5 .
Therefore, by m applications of (→ i), we get 0 W t:1 (x1 )→··· → m (xm )→α where m = 
and (i−1 = i \\xi )1≤i≤m .

THEOREM 6.3
/ P(,τ ).
If t ∈ WN (β) then ∃ ,τ such that  W t:τ and [] ∈
Let t ∈ WN (β) so that t →nβ t  and t  ∈ N F(β). We reason by induction on n.
• If t ∈ N F(β), then the result holds by Lemma 6.2.
• Let t →β t  →nβ t  , t  ∈ N F(β). By the i.h.  W t  :τ and [] ∈
/ P(,τ ). Therefore, by Theorem 4.3,  W t:τ and so the result holds.

LEMMA 6.4
Let   t:τ . If there is no typed redex occurrence in  and [] ∈
/ P(,τ ) then t ∈ N F(β).
By induction on .
Let   t:τ . If t has no typed redex occurrence in  then, by Lemma 5.7, t ∈ HN F(β), thus
t = λx1 ...xm .xt1 ...tn . Therefore τ = M1 → ··· → Mm → σ and  is of the form:


 :=

..
.
xm :Mm ;...;x1 :M1 ;  xt1 ...tn :σ
..
.

  λx1 ...xm .xt1 ...tn :M1 → ··· → Mm → σ
By hypothesis [] ∈
/ P(τ ) then [] ∈
/ P(σ ) and [] ∈
/ N(Mi ) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ m. Hence,
[] ∈
/ P(xm :Mm ;...;x1 :M1 ;,σ ).
n+1
:= xm :Mm ;...;x1 :M1 ; and σn+1 := σ . Then, for each j ∈ {1,...,n} one has
Let  = n+1
0 , 0
(j+1)
j
j
j
j
0 := 0 +i∈Ij i , [] ∈
/ P(0 ) and ([] ∈
/ P(i ))i∈Ij , where for Nj := [ρi ]i∈Ij and σj := Nj →σ(j+1) one
4
5

The obtained typing if n = 0, where τ = α.
The obtained typing if m = 0.
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j+1

has a derivation 0

of the form

j

0 :=

⎛

..
.
j
0  xt1 ···t(j−1) :[ρi ]i∈Ij →σ(j+1)
j

⎜ i
⎝tj :=

..
.

⎞
⎟

⎠
j
i  tj :ρi
i∈Ij

j

0 +i∈Ij i  xt1 ···tj :σ(j+1)

(→ e).

In particular 10 01  x:σ1 , where σ1 = N1 →··· → Nn →σ , thus 01 = {x : [N1 →··· → Nn →σ ]}.
Since [] ∈
/ P(01 ) then for each j = 1...n, Ij = ∅, i.e. Nj = [], and [] ∈
/ P(ρi ) for any i ∈ Ij .
j
j
Therefore, for each j = 1...n, (itj i  tj :ρi such that [] ∈
/ P(i ,ρi ))i∈Ij . Note also that, any redex
in wj ∈ to(itj ), for i ∈ Ij , would also be a redex in w ∈ to() hence there is no such a redex of tj in
any itj . Therefore, by the i.h. tj ∈ N F(β) for each j = 1...n, thus t ∈ N F(β).

THEOREM 6.5
If   t:τ such that [] ∈
/ P(,τ ) then t ∈ WN (β).
By Corollary 4.2, the strategy consisting of contracting all and only redexes in typed occurrences
terminates in a term t  without any typed redex occurrences. Moreover, by Theorem 4.1-2 we obtain
   t  :τ . Since [] ∈
/ P(,τ ) by hypothesis, then t  ∈ N F(β) holds by Lemma 6.4.

From Theorem 6.5 and Theorem 6.3 we obtain the following characterization:
COROLLARY 6.6
  t:τ and [] ∈
/ P(,τ ) iff t ∈ WN (β).

7 Weak head normalization
This section presents a characterization of weak head normalization by means of intersection types.
A proof of such result using reducibility candidates appears in [26], while here we present the combinatorial proof based on non-idempotent types which is based on system WH, a slight modiﬁcation
of system W.
The set of types of the new system includes one special constants #, which is used to type
abstractions. Strict types and multiset types are deﬁned by means of the following grammar:
(strict types)
(multiset types)

σ,τ
M,N

::=
::=

# | α | M→σ
[σi ]i∈I , I ﬁnite set

The typing rules of the new typing system are given in Figure 3.
The notion of typed occurrence is modiﬁed according to the deﬁnition of the rules of the system
WH.
As expected, the system enjoys weighted subject reduction and subject expansion.

FIG. 3. The intersection type system WH for the λ-calculus
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THEOREM 7.1 (WSR)
Let t  WH t:τ .
w

/ to(t ), then t   WH t  :τ and sz(t ) = sz(t  ).
(1) If t →β t  and w ∈
w
(2) If t →β t  and w ∈ to(t ), then t   WH t  :τ and sz(t ) > sz(t  ).
By induction on w ∈ o(t) following the same lines of the proof of Theorem 4.1.



COROLLARY 7.2
If t is WH-typable then any sequence reducing all and only β-redexes in typed occurrences terminates.
THEOREM 7.3 (Subject Expansion)
If t   WH t  :τ and t →β t  then t  WH t:τ .
By induction on t →β t  .
Using WSR and subject expansion we characterize the set WHN (β) as follows.



LEMMA 7.4
If t ∈ WHN F(β), then t is WH-typable.
If t is an abstraction, then ∅ WH t:#. Otherwise, we proceed as in Lemma 5.5.



THEOREM 7.5
If t ∈ WHN (β) then t is WH-typable.
Using Lemma 7.4 and Theorem 7.3.



LEMMA 7.6
If  WH t:τ and t has no typed redex occurrence in  then t ∈ WHN F(β).
The proof is by contradiction. Let  W t:τ , where t has no typed redex occurrence in .
Suppose that t ∈
/ WHN F(β), so that t cannot be an abstraction, it is then necessarily of the form
(λx.p)rt1 ...tm
for
some
m ≥ 0.
By
construction
there
are
derivations
(j  j WH (λx.p)rt1 ··· tj−1 :Nj →··· → Nm →σ )1≤j≤m for some multiset types N1 ,...,Nm and some
type assignments 1 ... m . In particular, 1  1 W (λx.p)r:N1 →··· → Nm →σ so that the redex
(λx.p)r is in a typed occurrence of , which leads to a contradiction.

THEOREM 7.7
If t is WH-typable then t ∈ WHN (β).
Let  WH t:τ . By Corollary 7.2, the strategy of contracting only redexes in typed occurrences yields a ﬁnite sequence of β-reductions t →∗β t  , where t  has no redex typed occurrence. By
Theorem 7.1 the term t  is WH-typable. Hence, by Lemma 7.6 t  ∈ WHN F(β), so that t is weakly
head β-normalizable.

From Theorem 7.7 and Theorem 7.5 we obtain the following characterization:
COROLLARY 7.8
A term t is WH-typable if and only if t ∈ WHN (β).

8 Strong normalization
In this section, we characterize the set of strongly β-normalizing terms by means of S-typability,
i.e. we show that a term is S-typable if and only if it is β-strongly normalizing. Our proof does not
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use any reducibility/computability argument [36, 46, 65], but is based on the properties presented in
Section 4, namely, WSR (Theorem 4.1-3) and Subject Expansion (Theorem 4.3-2) for non-erasing
reductions with respect to the system S.
Besides several characterizations of strongly β-normalizing terms via idempotent intersection
types (a survey can be found for example in [3]), others, based on non-idempotent types, appear
in the literature. In [5], a subtyping relation is used to get the subject reduction property, but the
system types unnecessary instances of arguments, and turns out to be non-relevant, i.e. some sort of
weakening is allowed. In [23] the typing rule for term variables is weakened, thus the system is nonrelevant, too. The characterization of strong normalization, more precisely the ‘strong normalization
implies typability’ property, is reported as following from an adaptation of the perpetuality proof
in [48]. In [44] the characterization is proved by establishing the relation between the non-idempotent
system to an idempotent one. In [9] we deﬁne a memory calculus K together with a non-idempotent
intersection type system K, and we show that a K-term t is typable in systen K if and only if
t ∈ SN (K). We then show that β-strong normalization is equivalent to K-strong normalization.
We conclude since λ-terms are strictly included in K-terms. In [25], a characterization of strongly
normalizing MELL Proof-Nets is given by means of a multiset based relational model, which can
also be naturally understood as a non-idempotent IT system characterizing β-strongly normalizing
λ-terms.
In this article we propose a much simpler argument which is achieved by replacing the predicate
SN (β) (cf. Section 2) by an inductive predicate ISN (β), which is known [72] to be equivalent to
the ﬁrst one. Indeed, the inductive set ISN (β) is the smallest set of terms satisfying the following
closure properties:
• If t1 ,...,tn (n ≥ 0) ∈ ISN (β), then xt1 ...tn ∈ ISN (β).
• If t ∈ ISN (β), then λx.t ∈ ISN (β).
• If t{x/u}t1 ...tn ,u ∈ ISN (β), then (λx.t)ut1 ...tn ∈ ISN (β).
This set is indeed equal to SN (β), as expressed by the following Lemma:
LEMMA 8.1 ([72])
SN (β) = ISN (β).
The main result of this section is then simply obtained as follows:
• Prove that typable λ-terms are strongly normalizing (Theorem 8.2), by induction on typing
derivations, using the inductive characterization of strong normalization ISN (β), and the fact
that weighted subject reduction holds for non-erasing β-reductions.
• Prove that strongly normalizing λ-terms are typable (Theorem 8.3), by induction on ISN (β),
using the fact that subject expansion holds for non-erasing β-reductions.
THEOREM 8.2
If t is S-typable, then t ∈ SN (β).
Let  S t:σ . We use Lemma 8.1 to replace in the statement SN (β) by ISN (β). We proceed
by induction on sz(). When  ends with the rule (ax) or (→ i) the proof is straightforward. Let
 be a derivation ending with (→ eg ), so that t = xt1 ...tn or t = (λx.u)t1 ...tn for some n ≥ 1.
If t = xt1 ...tn , then for all (1 ≤ i ≤ n) there is some type derivation ti for ti such that sz(ti ) <
sz(). The i.h. then gives ti ∈ ISN (β) (1 ≤ i ≤ n) and we thus conclude xt1 ...tn ∈ ISN (β).
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If t = (λx.u)t1 ...tn , then  = λx.u +i=1...n (+j∈Ji j ) and

u :=

 :=

..
.
u  u:M2 → ··· → Mn → σ
j

λx.u  λx.u:M1 → ··· → Mn → σ
..
.

(t1 )j∈J1
j

(tn )j∈Jn

λx.u +i=1...n (+j∈Ji j )  (λx.u)t1 ...tn :σ

,

j

where tk  kj  tk :σjk (j ∈ Jk ) and Mk = [σik ]i∈Ik (1 ≤ k ≤ n), and (|Ji | = 1 if Ii = ∅ and Ji = Ii
j
otherwise)i=1...n . Moreover we have sz(u ) < sz() and (sz(ti ) < sz())i=1...n so that the i.h.
gives u ∈ ISN (β) and (ti ∈ ISN (β))i=1...n . We consider two cases:
• x ∈ fv(u). Using Theorem 4.1 one shows that there is    u{x/t1 }t2 ...tn :σ such that sz( ) <
sz(). Then by the i.h. we get u{x/t1 }t2 ...tn ∈ ISN (β). This together with t1 ∈ ISN (β) gives
(λx.u)t1 ...tn ∈ ISN (β).
• x∈
/ fv(u). Then it is easy to build a type derivation  u +i=2...n (+j∈Ji j )  ut2 ...tn :σ such that
sz( ) < sz() so that ut2 ...tn = u{x/t1 }t2 ...tn ∈ ISN (β) holds by the i.h. This, together with
t1 ∈ ISN (β) gives (λx.u)t1 ...tn ∈ ISN (β).

THEOREM 8.3
If t ∈ SN (β), then t is S-typable.
We use Lemma 8.1 to replace in the statement SN (β) by ISN (β). We reason by induction
t ∈ ISN (β). The two ﬁrst cases are straightforward. Let t = (λx.u)vt1 ...tn in ISN (β) coming from
u{x/v}t1 ...tn ,v ∈ ISN (β). By the i.h. u{x/v}t1 ...tn and v are both S-typable. We consider two
cases. If x ∈ fv(u), then (λx.u)vt1 ...tn is S-typable by Theorem 4.3. Otherwise u{x/v} = u. Let 
 S ut1 ...tn :τ and v  S v:σ . By construction,  = u +i=1...n (+j∈Ji j ) and  has the following
form:

u :=

..
.
u  u:M1 → ··· → Mn → τ

⎛
⎜ j
⎝t1 :=

..
.
j  t1 :σj

⎞
⎟
⎠
j∈J1

u +j∈J1 j  ut1 :M2 → ··· → Mn → τ
⎞
⎛
..
..
.
.
⎟
⎜ j
⎠
⎝tn :=
u +i=1...n−1 (+j∈Ji j )  ut1 ...t(n−1) :Mn → τ
j  tn :σj

,

j∈Jn

u +i=1...n (+j∈Ji j )  ut1 ...tn :τ
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where Mk = [σi ]i∈Ik and (|Jk | = 1 if Ik = ∅ and Jk = Ik otherwise )k=1...n . Therefore, we can construct
a derivation like
u :=
(λx.u)v :=

..
.
u  u:M1 → ··· → Mn → τ

v :=

u  λx.u:[] → M1 → ··· → Mn → τ

..
.
v  v:σ

u +v  (λx.u)v:M1 → ··· → Mn → τ

and another one like
⎛
(λx.u)v

..
.

⎞

⎜ j
⎟
⎜t :=
⎟
⎝ 1
j  t1 :σj ⎠
j∈J1

u +v +j∈J1 j  (λx.u)vt1 :M2 → ··· → Mn → τ

⎛

⎞
..
⎜ j
⎟
.
⎜t :=
⎟
⎝ n
j  tn :σj ⎠

..
.
u +v +i=1...n−1 (+j∈Ji j )  (λx.u)vt1 ...t(n−1) :Mn → τ

j∈Jn

u +v +i=1...n (+j∈Ji j )  (λx.u)vt1 ...tn :τ

We thus conclude that the term (λx.u)vt1 ...tn is S-typable.

.



COROLLARY 8.4
A term t is S-typable iff t ∈ SN (β).

9 Exact bounds
This section surveys a major result in [5], where a typing system with non-idempotent IT is used
to give exact bounds of the longest β-reduction sequences of strongly β-normalizing terms. The
presentation of (non-idempotent) IT we adopt in this section uses multisets, as in the previous
sections, in contrast to the development in [5], which is based on the introduction of associative and
commutative axioms for intersection types denoted by the symbol ∩.
The set of types of the new system includes two special constants  and #, which are used to type,
the application and abstraction constructors that remain in the β-normal form of terms, respectively.
Strict types and multiset types are deﬁned by means of the following grammar:
(output types)
(strict types)
(multiset types)

o
σ,τ
M,N

::=
::=
::=

|#
o | M→σ
[σi ]i∈I , I ﬁnite set

An input multiset type, denoted by I, is a (ﬁnite) multiset type containing only the output type
. An input type assignment is a type assignment  such that for all x ∈ dom(), (x) is an input
multiset type. By writing I we mean that  is an input type assignment. A type judgment has the
form  n t:τ , where n ≥ 0, t is a term,  is a type assignment and τ is a strict type. The typing rules
of the new typing system are given in Figure 4.
Despite of the presence of three typing rules for the abstraction and two for the application, the
system is syntax directed. Indeed, the input type # is used for abstraction constructors that remain
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FIG. 4. A typing system which characterizes longest β-reduction sequences
in the normal form of terms, they are typed with rule (λ3); the arrow type, on the other hand, is
used for the remaining abstractions, typed with rules (λ1) and (λ2). In particular, rule (λ1) types
non-erasing abstractions (M = [] ⇔ x ∈ dom() ⇔ x ∈ fv(t)) while rule (λ2) types the erasing ones
(x ∈
/ dom() ⇔ x ∈
/ fv(t)). The input type  is used to type application constructors –by means of
rule (a1)– that remain in the normal form of terms; while the other applications are typed with rule
(a2). An optimal typing is a typing of the form I n t:o, i.e. one that uses an input type assignment
and gives an output type. We write  nopt t:σ iff  n t:σ is an optimal typing. Here is an example
of optimal typing:
z : [] 0 z:
x : [] 0 x:

(v)

(v)

0 I:[]→

(λ1)

x : [] 0 x:

x : [] 1 Ix:
x : [,]  x(Ix):
1



1 λx.x(Ix):#

(v)
(a2)
(a1)
(λ3)

 I(λx.x(Ix)):#
2

(a2)

where

 :=

z : [#] 0 z:#

(v)

0 I:[#]→#

(λ1)

The previous system enjoys relevance, i.e.
LEMMA 9.1
 n t:σ iff dom() = fv(t).
We write t ∈ SN n (β) iff t ∈ SN (β) and n is the length of the longest β-reduction sequence starting
at t.
The main result in [5] is a characterization of the set SN (n) by means of the previous typing
system. The proof, omitted, uses a perpetual strategy for the λ-calculus.
THEOREM 9.2 ([5])
 nopt t:σ iff t ∈ SN n (β).
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Indeed, coming back to our previous example, we have 2opt I(λx.x(Ix)):# and the longest reduction sequence starting at I(λx.x(Ix)) has length 2.

10 Inhabitation
When dealing with the problem of type inhabitation for intersection type systems, the non-idempotent
case is peculiar. In this section, we provide an informal account of type inhabitation for systems W
and S.
Given a type system X , a type assignment  and a type σ , the problem of deciding whether
there exists a term t such that the judgment   t:σ is provable in X , is known in the literature both
as emptiness problem and as inhabitation problem for X . Intersection types were introduced as an
extension of the ‘basic functionality theory’ of Curry and Feys [21]. Types being more expressive,
the inhabitation problem, which for simple types corresponds to deciding tautologies of minimal
implicative logic, becomes harder for intersection type systems.
The inhabitation problem for the original intersection type system presented in [16] has been
proved to be undecidable in [66].
The model theoretic counterpart of inhabitation problems are deﬁnability problems: given a model
M and one of its elements f , is there a term t such that [[t]] = f ? In both cases, one looks for a
term implementing a given speciﬁcation. Interestingly, the inhabitation problem for the original
intersection type system has been recently proved to be equi-decidable to the deﬁnability problem
for the simplest, set-theoretic model of the simply typed λ-calculus [60].
The inhabitation problem for non-idempotent intersection types is simpler, as shown in [7]:
THEOREM 10.1
The inhabitation problem for system W is decidable.
Before discussing this decidability result, let us show that the inhabitation problems for systems
W and S are not equivalent.
EXAMPLE 10.2
Let us consider the following instance of the inhabitation problem: (x : [[] → τ,σ ],τ ). In system S,
it is straightforward to construct a term having type τ in the type assignment giving to x both the
type [] → τ and the type σ :

x:[[] → τ ]  x:[] → τ

x:[σ ]  x:σ

x : [[] → τ,σ ]  xx:τ

.

On the other hand, it is easy to see that this instance has no solution in system W, where the
argument of a term having a type of the form [] → τ does not get any type.
Remark that S is at least as powerful as W, for solving inhabitation problems:
FACT 10.3
Let (,τ ) be an instance of the inhabitation problem having a solution in system W. Then (,τ ) has
a solution in S.
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It is sufﬁcient to apply the following transformation to typing derivations:
..
.

..
.

x:[σ ]  x:σ

  t:[] → τ

  t:[] → τ

 I:[σ ] → σ

⇒

  tu:τ

  tI:τ

whenever the arrow elimination rule of system W concerns a functional type whose left-hand
side is [].

Another remark is that in system S it is possible to make type assignments grow ad libitum when
solving instances of the inhabitation problem:
FACT 10.4
Let (,τ ) be an instance of the inhabitation problem having a solution in system S. Then ( +x :
[σ ],τ ) has a solution in S, for each variable x and type σ .
A suitable type derivation is the following:
..
.
  t:τ
  λz.t:[] → τ

x:[σ ]  x:σ

 +x:[σ ]  (λz.t)x:τ
z being any fresh variable.

We have just seen that the set of inhabitation problems admitting a solution in W is a proper
subset of those admitting a solution in S. We conjecture that type inhabitation in S is decidable.
Given an inhabitation problem (,σ ) for S, the idea is to deﬁne a ﬁnite set of inhabitation problems
{(i ,σi )} for W in such a way that (,σ ) has a solution if and only if at least one of the (i ,σi )
has a solution. The decidability of type inhabitation for W allows to conclude. The examples above
suggest that (,σ ) has to be suitably cut down to deﬁne the (i ,σi )’s. Without entering into the
details of this construction, that is work in progress, let us provide a brief account of the algorithm
deciding the type inhabitation for W [7]. Given an instance (,σ ), the algorithm produces all the
approximate normal forms a such that there exists a typing derivation  W a:τ . Again, let us
avoid formal deﬁnitions and provide an example motivating the use of approximate normal forms:
EXAMPLE 10.5
Consider the inhabitation problem (∅,[[] → α] → α). It has inﬁnitely many solutions, of the form
x:[[] → α]  x:[] → α
x:[[] → α]  xt:α
 λx.xt:[[] → α] → α

,

where t is an arbitrary term. The approximate normal form produced by the algorithm is λx.x , in
this case.
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The key property of non-idempotent types that makes the inhabitation problem for W decidable
is that in this case types keep track faithfully of the different uses of variables in terms. The size
of an approximate normal form a inhabiting a given type σ cannot grow indeﬁnitely, since each
occurrence of variable in a contributes to σ (remark that this is not the case for terms, because of
‘useless’ subterms like t in the example above).

11 Principal typings
The following notion of principal typing — which is system independent — is given in [73]. Let
 = ,σ  be a typing in some typing system X and let
TermsX () = {t is a term |  X t:σ }.
A partial order X on typings in system X is then deﬁned by
 X  ⇐⇒ TermsX () ⊆ TermsX ( ).
The pair  = ,σ  is a principal typing (PT) of t in X if  X t:σ and, for any typing  of t in
X ,  X  . For instance, if we take the λ-calculus with simple types, then {y:β → α},β → α is a
principal typing of λx.yx while {y:α → α},α → α is a principal typing of λx.y(yx)6 . In both cases,
we can add irrelevant information in the type assignment since weakening is an admissible rule in
the system.
On the other hand, the principal typing  of a term t is the most general typing of t, i.e. we can
obtain any other typing of t by applying some syntactic operations on . For simple types, just type
substitutions — that replace type variables by types — and weakenings are enough. For instance,
in the example above, one can obtain the typing {y:α → α},α → α from {y:β → α},β → α by
unifying β and α. For intersection types, however, another operation on typings called expansion [11, 12, 18] is needed to build PT compositionally. For instance, the terms t0 = λx.xy and
t1 = λf .f (fz) have {y:[α]},[[α] → β] → β and {z:[α  ]},[[α  ] → β  ,[α  ] → α  ] → β  7 as PT in system W, respectively. To get a PT of t0 t1 from those of t0 and t1 , one needs to identify the type
[α] → β with [[α  ] → β  ,[α  ] → α  ] → β  , an operation which cannot be performed by using type
substitution only, thus motivating the introduction of expansions [18].
A type system X is said to have the principal typing property, written PTP, if every typable
term in system X has PT. In [18] the relation between PT of a term and its β-nf is pointed out, while
in [62, 63] PTs are used to reconstruct β-nf from them.
This section reformulates with non-idempotent types the approach of [62, 63] based on idempotent
types: ﬁrst, we restrict system W introduced in Section 3 to another system Wr such that (1) all
β-nfs have PT in Wr , and (2) type substitutions are the only syntatic operations needed to obtain
other typings of β-nfs in Wr starting from their PT8 . Secondly, we explain the steps that allow
to extend PT for β-nfs from system Wr to system W, as developed in [63, 64]. In this case, a
new syntactic operation called expansion is needed. Instead of developing formal deﬁnitions to
introduce the expansion operation, we illustrate the main notions behind this concept by means of
an example. Finally, as a consequence of the Subject Expansion property (cf. Theorem 4.3-1), any
weakly β-normalizing term turns out to have PT in system W.
6
7
8

Note that the last typing is also a typing for the ﬁrst term but the converse does not hold.
Observe that, in a IT system, each occurrence of a term variable has a distinc type in a PT.
Since W is a relevant system, no weakening is allowed.
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Let us start by formalizing some of the needed notions. Type substitutions are functions that map
type variables to strict types. Given a type substitution S, we extend S to strict types, intersection
types and contexts as follows:
S(M→τ ) := S(M)→S(τ )
S([σi ]i∈I )
:= [S(σi )]i∈I
S()(x)
:= S((x)).
The domain of a type substitution S is deﬁned by dom(S) = {α|S(α) = α}. We write TypeVar(τ )
to denote the set of type variables occurring in τ . The extension of TypeVar to type assignments
is deﬁned as expected. A renaming is an injective type substitution S that maps type variables
to fresh type variables, i.e. for any α ∈ dom(S), S(α) is a variable and S(α) ∈
/ dom(S), and for any
α,β ∈ dom(S), if α = β then S(α) = S(β). Given a type τ , a renaming for τ is a renaming S such
that for any α ∈ dom(S), S(α) ∈
/ TypeVar(τ ). Principal typings are considered modulo renamings.
The following property about type substitutions holds for both systems S and W.
PROPOSITION 11.1
Let S be a type substitution and X ∈ {W,S}. If  X t:σ then  S() X t:S(σ ) and sz() =
sz( ).
By induction on .

We now deﬁne the restricted type system Wr by replacing the typing rule (ax) in system W by
the following typing rule:
x:[[σ1 ] → ··· → [σn ] → α]  x:[σ1 ] → ··· → [σn ] → α

(axr ),

where n ≥ 0. Remark that any typing in Wr is also a typing in W.
The restricted system Wr allows us to deﬁne PTs by using type substitutions only, in contrast
to [18, 44, 58, 59, 69–71] which also use other sophisticated operations such as expansions.
We then reformulate the type inference algorithm for normal forms given in [62, 63] which is
deﬁned as a function Infer from N F(β) to pairs ,σ , where  is a type assignment and σ is a
strict type.
Infer(t) =
Case

Case

t = λx.t 
let   ,σ  = Infer(t  )
return   \\x,  (x)→σ 
t = xt1 ···tm
let 1 ,σ1  = Infer(t1 )
..
.

m ,σm  = Infer(tm )
α be a fresh type variable
return {x:[[σ1 ] → ··· → [σm ]→α]}+j=1...m j ,α

The freshness notion for type variables used above is necessary to prove completeness, since it
guarantees that non-overlapping calls to Infer return pairs with disjoints sets of type variables.
THEOREM 11.2 (Soundness)
If t ∈ N F(β) and Infer(t) = ,σ , then  Wr t:σ .
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By structural induction on t.
COROLLARY 11.3
If t ∈ N F(β) then t is Wr -typable.

THEOREM 11.4 (Completeness for β-nfs in system Wr )
Let t ∈ N F(β) and   ,σ   = Infer(t). If  Wr t:σ then there exists a type substitution S such that
S(  ) =  and S(σ  ) = σ .


By structural induction on t.
COROLLARY 11.5
If t ∈ N F(β) then ,σ  = Infer(t) is a principal typing of t in Wr .

So far we have presented results only for β-nfs and for the restricted version of W, the system
Wr . In the next section we analyse the shape of typings in Wr as a step to achieve PT for the full
system W.

11.1 Principal typings for weakly normalizing terms
In this section, we start by establishing the general form of the Wr -typings built by the algorithm
Infer. Since this form is not enough to describe also W-typings, we then extend this notion in
order to characterize PT for β-nfs in system W. The result can then be trivially extended to any
weakly normalizing term.
Let us start by deﬁning a set of strict (resp. multiset) types representing the kind of strict (resp.
multiset) types returned by the algorithm Infer introduced above. The sets of types assigned to
terms variables, written TV , and the set of types assigned to β-normal forms, denoted by TNF , are
deﬁned by the following grammars:

(TV )

ρ

::=

α|[ϕ]→ρ

(TNF )

ϕ
MV

::= α|MV →ϕ
::= [ρi ]i∈I

with the additional constraint that [ϕ]→ρ ∈ TV implies TypeVar(ϕ)∩TypeVar(ρ) = ∅.
For instance, [α] → β is in TV while [α1 ,α2 ] → β, [β] → β and [] → β are not.
We denote by C the set of type assignments containing only multiset types MV , i.e. such that
every strict type in the multiset (x), for  ∈ C, belongs to TV . Remark that C is closed under +.
The intuition about those sets is that types in TV are the types assigned to term variables in a
PT. For instance, the PT of the term xt will contain an assignment like x : [τ ] → β but not like
x : [τ,τ ] → β. The multiple occurrences of term variables in a term would then get an intersection
type MV . For instance, Infer(λx.y(yx)) = {y:[[α] → β  ,[β] → α]},[β] → β  . Formally,
LEMMA 11.6
Let A be the image of the algorithm Infer. Then, A ⊆ C×TNF .
By structural induction on t ∈ N F(β).

For the full W system, type substitutions only are not enough to obtain arbitrary typings for β-nfs.
For instance, {y:[[α1 ,α2 ] → β  ,[β] → α1 ,[β] → α2 ]},[β,β] → β   is a W-typing of λx.y(yx) but it
cannot be obtained from Infer(λx.y(yx)) through a type substitution. An expansion operation will
then be necessary to achieve completness for W.
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The expansion operation allows to introduce copies of strict types on the left-hand side of arrows,
corresponding to the duplication of typing derivations. The ﬁrst important issue in deﬁning a sound
expansion operation on typings is to identify the set of types to be expanded (duplicated). A multiset
of marked types, called nucleus in [18], identiﬁes which occurrences of types have to be expanded,
i.e. duplicated. Once the expansion operation is applied to the typing of some term t according to
the nucleus, the new pair obtained is still a typing for t.
For instance, let  = Infer(λx.y(yx)) = {y:[[α] → β  ,[β] → α]},[β] → β  , corresponding to the
following typing derivation:

 :=

y:[[α] → β  ]  y:[α] → β 

(yx) y:[[β] → α];x:[β]  yx:α



y:[[α] → β ,[β] → α];x:[β]  y(yx):β 

,

y:[[α] → β  ,[β] → α]  λx.y(yx):[β] → β 
where

(yx) :=

x :=

y:[[β] → α]  y:[β] → α

x:[β]  x:β

y:[[β] → α];x:[β]  yx:α

.

Then, considering [[α] → β  ,[β] → α,[β] → β  ] as a nucleus for  gives the alternative/expanded
typing {y:[[α] → β  ,[β1 ,β2 ] → α]},[β1 ,β2 ] → β  , together with the following derivation:

 :=

y:[[α] → β  ]  y:[α] → β 

(yx) y:[[β1 ,β2 ] → α];x:[β1 ,β2 ]  yx:α

y:[[α] → β  ,[β1 ,β2 ] → α];x:[β1 ,β2 ]  y(yx):β 

,

y:[[α] → β  ,[β1 ,β2 ] → α]  λx.y(yx):[β1 ,β2 ] → β 
where
(yx) :=

y:[[β1 ,β2 ] → α]  y:[β1 ,β2 ] → α

1x :=

x:[β1 ]  x:β1

2x :=

x:[β2 ]  x:β2

y:[[β1 ,β2 ] → α];x:[β1 ,β2 ]  yx:α

.

Remark that we have only duplicated the (unique) typing derivation x in  but, in general, there
could be any number of derivations of x after expansion. Then, the expansion operation needs also
to specify the number of copies of x to be created in the process, denoted in our example by
Exp(2,β) (), which means, expand β twice in the derivation of typing . Remark also that the
duplicating process generates distinct type variable names for the new derivations of x. If we wanted
to obtain a derivation as  above but with both type derivations for x assigning the same type, then
we would simply need to apply a type substitution unifying β1 and β2 .
Another possible nucleus for the same typing is {[α] → β  ,[β] → α,[β] → β  }, corresponding to the
duplication of the derivation of the subterm yx in , denoted by Exp(2,α) () =
{y:[[α1 ,α2 ] → β  ,[β1 ] → α1 ,[β2 ] → α2 ]},[β1 ,β2 ] → β   with a derivation  of the form:

 :=

y:[[α1 ,α2 ] → β  ]  y:[α1 ,α2 ] → β 

(i(yx) y:[[βi ] → αi ];x:[βi ]  yx:αi )i∈I

y:[[α1 ,α2 ] → β  ,[β1 ] → α1 ,[β2 ] → α2 ];x:[β1 ,β2 ]  y(yx):β 

.

y:[[α1 ,α2 ] → β  ,[β1 ] → α1 ,[β2 ] → α2 ]  λx.y(yx):[β1 ,β2 ] → β 
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for I = {1,2} where:
i(yx) :=

y:[[βi ] → αi ]  y:[βi ] → αi

ix :=

x:[βi ]  x:βi

y:[[βi ] → αi ];x:[βi ]  yx:αi

.

In the typing  above, the type variable β  cannot be duplicated9 .
To introduce the expansion operation, a set of ground typings is deﬁned, having C ×TNF as a
proper subset and being closed for the expansion operation described above. Given a typing returned
by Infer, one can apply expansions, possibly interleaved with renamings whenever necessary, and
eventually type substitutions. Hence, type variables are kept distinct when expansions are applied.
Completeness in the sense of Theorem 11.4 can then be proved with two kinds of operations:
type substitutions (including renamings) and expansions. To combine these operations, as indicated
above, we deﬁne the composition of operations O1 and O2 , denoted by O2 ◦O1 , as the sequence of
applications O2 (O1 (_)). Let S1 ,...,Sn be type substitutions and O1 ,...,Om be either expansions or
renamings. The composition Sn ◦···◦S1 ◦Om ◦···◦O1 is called a chain.
THEOREM 11.7 (Completeness for β-nfs in system W)
Let t ∈ N F(β) and Infer(t) = p ,μp . If  W t:τ then there exists a chain C such that
C(p ,μp ) = ,τ .
COROLLARY 11.8
Let t ∈ WN (β), t  its β-nf s.t Infer(t  ) = p ,μp . If  W t:τ then there exists a chain C such that
C(p ,μp ) = ,τ .

12 Conclusion
We presented a survey of results stemming from the application of non-idempotent intersection type
systems to the λ-calculus, encompassing both classical characterizations of classes of meaningful
programs and new connections with complexity and resource consumption issues. To unveil the
wide scope and potential of this approach, in a uniﬁed framework, is the aim of this work. By the
way, we have presented some new material. Here are some directions for future work:
• We conjecture that the decidability of the inhabitation problem for system S can be reduced to
that of system W.
• We would like to use the ideas in [32] to relate, by means of intersection types, the call-by-need
calculus to the standard notion of needed reduction.
• Moreover, the completeness proof of weak call-by-need in [39] could be extended to strong
call-by-need, i.e. to a strategy which lazily reduces terms until strong normal forms are reached.
• A notion of observability for higher-order languages with pair patterns is characterized in [8] by
means of non-idempotent IT. It could be interesting to explore other notions of observability, as
well as the application of these techniques to a more general framework of functional languages
with dynamic pattern matching.
• It could be useful to investigate the relation between principal typing for the S system and the
exact bounds given in [5], obtained through a non-standard notion of principal (and optimal)
derivations.
• Also, the notions of principal typings in W could be relevant for the development of type
inference algorithms based on β-uniﬁcation [11, 44, 58].
9

Remark that β  does not occur as a type in the multisets representing the nuclei above.
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